AN ENTERTAINING AND FUN PRESENTATION

COMPILED BY HOWIE BAUM
Caerlaverock Castle (Scotland)
This animation shows the construction process of one of the world’s most famous bridges — **Prague’s Charles bridge.**

Until 1841, this stone arch bridge was the only means of crossing the river Vltava creating a connection between the Prague castle and the city’s old town.

Following its competition in 1402, the bridge advanced Prague to become an important trade route between eastern and western Europe.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QliKejzLQs&list=RDCMUCAKr3jClRRyJSLWk8cP80-A&index=1](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QliKejzLQs&list=RDCMUCAKr3jClRRyJSLWk8cP80-A&index=1)
AND, NOW FOR SOME HUMOR !!

My son asked why I speak so softly in the house. I said I was afraid the NSA was listening. He laughed, I laughed, Alexa laughed.
Hey, Siri, call 800-SIRISUX.

Hey, Alexa, find the nearest store to return an Echo.

Hey, Siri, translate “Siri’s voice sounds like a Shih Tzu barfing” into any language.

Hey, Alexa, go delete yourself.

Your tech when you’re not around.
THE EXCITEMENT AND FUN OF ENJOYING YOUR RIDE !!!

![Dog with sunglasses looking out of the window of a car.]
YOU CAN MOON !!!
MOONING

No matter where you do it, it's always funny.
YOU CAN END UP IN A ROOF

Failtacular
A fail so epic, it's almost a win.
YOU CAN GO OUT IN STYLE
YOU CAN EAT A SNACK, WHILE YOU WAIT AT A RAILROAD TRACK
THERE MIGHT BE TIMES WHEN YOU HAVE TO GIVE
A BIG SNEEZE
OR DRIVE WITH YOUR MAIN SQUEEZE !!
YOU CAN DRIVE THROUGH A TREE
OR LET YOUR LITTLE ONE OUT TO TAKE A PEE
YOU CAN DRIVE ALONG, SINGING A SONG!!
YOU CAN CELEBRATE YOUR BIRTHDAY IF YOU DARE!!
YOU CAN TAKE YOUR PET TO THE VET
OR DRIVE A CRAZY CORVETTE!!
YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR TRUCK INTO A SWIMMING POOL!!
YOU CAN PUT YOUR VAN IN THE POOL !!

FAIL
YOU CAN CLIMB INTO YOUR CAR TO GET SOME SLEEP
OR YOU CAN CARRY A SHEEP!!
YOU CAN ENJOY THE DRIVE, EVEN IF YOU ARE SMALL !!!!
AND YOU CAN EVEN DRIVE IF YOU ARE TALL!!
YOU CAN USE IT AS A POTTY !!
OR DRIVE A CAR THAT IS PINK AND SPOTTY
YOU CAN FIX YOUR RIDE SO IT’S OUT OF SIGHT!
OR YOU CAN RIDE AND NOT KNOW WHICH DIRECTION IS RIGHT
YOUR RIDE CAN BE SOFT AS A CLOUD
OR LISTEN TO MUSIC THAT IS QUITE LOUD
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR POOCH GIVE YOU A LIFT!!
YOU CAN HAVE A PICTURE TAKEN OF YOU SMILING WITH A MOOSE !!!
OR LIVE IN A CABOOSE
YOU CAN ENJOY A CAR THAT HAS SOME BIG TEETH !!
YOU CAN FIND A PLACE TO PARK AT YOUR LOCAL SHOPPING MALL
YOU CAN GO PLACES AND CARRY IT ALL !!
YOU CAN
DRIVE
THROUGH
FIRE ...
LIAR, LIAR

YOUR’E PANTS ARE ON FIRE !!
YOU CAN DRESS UP LIKE A CLOWN !!!
OF COURSE, YOU CAN BE A CLOWN AND HAVE YOUR CAR ON FIRE TOO!!
YOU CAN DRIVE YOUR PHONE !!!
YOU DRIVE A VEHICLE WITH 2 BIG GUNS
OR PERHAPS YOU WOULD PREFER THE NEW MERCEDES-BENZ “BIOME”, SO YOU COULD REALLY BE ON THE RUNS !!
YOU COULD BE DRESSED UP WEIRD, TO GO ON A RIDE, WITH NO PLACE TO GO !!
OR YOU COULD BE SANTA, IN A BOSSSED-UP SLEIGH SO HE COULD DRIVE THROUGH THE SNOW!!
YOU CAN DRIVE A CAR WITH SOME SCARY FACES
YOU COULD DRIVE A UPS TRUCK TO THE RACES!!
YOU CAN DRIVE A STICK
YOU CAN SEE THE SIGHTS ON RT. 66!!
YOU CAN CARRY A HUGE STACK OF BRICKS !!!
YOU CAN DRIVE ON A POTTY AND CARRY 2 BATHTUBS
YOU COULD DRIVE A CAR SHAPED LIKE A HOUSE
OR DRIVE ONE THAT LOOKS LIKE A MOUSE!!
YOU CAN DRIVE IN A SCHOOL BUS WITH A PART THAT IS UPSIDE-DOWN
OR YOU COULD DRIVE A TURKEY SHAPED CAR,
ALL NICE AND GOLDEN BROWN
YOU CAN RIDE A BIKE WITH SOME PIPES UNDER YOUR REAR
OR HAVE FUN IN A BRIGHT CAR THAT LOOKS LIKE FEAR
YOU CAN PLANT GRASS ON YOUR CAR AND LET IT GROW
YOU COULD RIDE IN A CHEESEBURGER AND GO CAT GO!!
OR YOU COULD PUT THE TOP DOWN AND DRIVE IN THE SNOW
DRIVING WITH YOUR SHADES ON TO LOOK REAL COOL
THIS WOULD BE A NICE BUS TO TAKE THE KIDS TO SCHOOL!!
YOU CAN DRIVE A REAL FANCY RIG
OR A VW BUS THAT LOOKS LIKE A PIG
YOU COULD RIDE IN A SHOE
YOU CAN USE A BOAT’S STEERING WHEEL TO DRIVE AND SEE THE VIEW
YOUR CAR CAN LOOK LIKE A SHARK
OR HAVE SOME DIFFICULTY FINDING A PLACE TO PARK
YOU CAN HAVE LUNCH AND PASS THE GREY POUPON
OR ENJOY A CAR SEAT AS A FUTON
YOU CAN EVEN HAVE A WATERMELON CAR!!
YOU COULF DRIVE A SLEEK CAR THAT IS REALLY RED!!
OR YOU COULD RIDE A BIKE, WITH A REALLY BIG HEAD!!
OR RIDE A FANCY ONE WITH A SHARK ON THE HOOD
YOU CAN RIDE IN A BOAT
OR DRIVE ONE THAT IS SUPPOSED TO FLOAT
DEFINITELY A MUSCLE CAR!!
OF COURSE, IT’S ALWAYS A GOOD BET TO BE GREEN !!!
OR YOU CAN DECORATE YOUR CAR AND BE AN ART QUEEN
YOU COULD CONSIDER BUYING A FIXED-UP RIDE
YOU CAN HAVE A SMOKE !!
OR YOUR CAR CAN HAVE A SMOKE !!!
YOU CAN GO TO A DRIVE-IN MOVIE WHERE EVERYONE SAYS GET A ROOM!!
YOU CAN SPOON !!!
YOU CAN GO ON A HONEYMOON !!
YOU CAN FEEL NICE AND GROOVY !!!
WHICH COULD PRODUCE A SWEET, LITTLE CUTIE !!
ON TO SOME MORE HUMOR !!

i'm ready for first day of Kittengarten
Hey, bug on my back, are you a mite?

I mite be.

Stupidest pun I ever heard.

What do you expect? I just made it up on the fly.
DID YOU WASH YOUR PAWS?
I've come to the conclusion that the bigger the cheerio the better it tastes.
Someone said to me earlier,  
Your face looks very familiar.  
I said, I know, I've had it a long time.
Dad Visits Toddler’s Toy Kitchen And Leaves Hilariously Honest Review

inspiremore “I been waiting on my order to get done for 45 minutes, and I’m the only customer here. She was making good progress at first, then she stopped for 20 minutes to go watch Paw Patrol,” wrote Chris. “Overall the customer service could be better, but the cook is a cutie; so I’ll give her another chance.”
You know, there are some things that you just never think of .......... like Mt. Rushmore from the Canadian side.
IT’S SMARTER TO TRAVEL IN GROUPS!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIIMhPhkoSA
THE DIFFICULTIES OF GETTING OLDER!

Not only is my short-term memory horrible, but so is my short-term memory.
me after I put the fitted sheet on the bed by myself
Now I know why they call it ICU!
Senior's Protest

What are we picketing for?

What do we want? What were we saying?

Why did I come here?
I forgot what we are protesting.

There's going to be beer right?
WHAT DO WE WANT?
PATIENCE!
WHEN DO WE WANT IT?
NOW!!!
This is the last straw.
Cameraman,
You had one job!

DON'T SHOW US ON CAMERA
OUR WIVES THINK WE ARE AT WORK
Lately I've been thinking about the "hereafter". I walk in a room and wonder...

"What am I here after??"
I find it helps to organize chores into categories:
Things I won't do now; Things I won't do later; Things I'll Never Do...
It's windy today!
No, it's Thursday!
So am I!
Let's have a beer!
I forget something new every day
I'M OUT CELEBRATING!

I PAID OFF MY STUDENT LOANS YESTERDAY!
Somedays you just add a bow tie to your chicken hat and get on with life as best you can. 😄
Why am I getting older and wider instead of older and wiser???
I fired myself from cleaning the house. I didn't like my attitude and I got caught drinking on the job.
HOWIE’S NEW CELL PHONE!!
That moment when...

the music you listened to in High School is being played on "The Oldies" station.
MR. BEAN COMING DOWN THE STEPS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWwCj-GPeI0
IF WE WERE MEANT TO TOUCH OUR TOES, THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN PUT ON OUR KNEES!!
THANK EWE!

THANKS!
animations of rebuilding of castles and monuments
https://www.google.com/search?q=animations+of+rebuilding+of+castles+and+monuments+gif&safe=active&hl=en&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1338&bih=609&ei=Ky_PYInrHPyx5NoPu7OegAQ&oq=animations+of+rebuilding+of+castles+and+monuments+gif&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoCCAA6BQgAELEDODgIABCxAXCDAVCEHVjViQFgg40BaABwAHgAgAGwAYqB5xqSAQQ1Mi4xmAEAoAEBqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWc&sclient=img&ved=0ahUKEwjJrISMIqbxAhX8GFkFHbuZB0AQ4dUDCAc&uact=5


